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synonyms for navigating steering piloting conning hijacking helming
commandeering highjacking sailing cruising ferrying to plan or control
the position and course of a vehicle according to a planned path to obtain
or provide directions usually by reading a map to move or traverse over
to move or proceed onward more verb to plan or control the position and
course of a vehicle according to a planned path pilot steer direct drive
guide manoeuvre uk definition of navigate 1 as in to steer to operate or
control the course of the hours of training that are required before a
student pilot is allowed to navigate an airplane solo synonyms similar
words relevance steer pilot helm hijack conn commandeer highjack 2 as
in to sail to navigate is to determine a path or course if you volunteer to
navigate on your family s road trip to alaska be sure you re the type who
s willing to stop and ask for directions navigate like navy and naval
comes from the latin word navis meaning ship verb these are words and
phrases related to navigate click on any word or phrase to go to its
thesaurus page or go to the definition of navigate we navigated the
channel in record time synonyms cross sail across cover the body of
water sail cruise ride voyage ship sail over ride across fly 1 to travel by
water sail navigated down to the mouth of the river 2 to steer a course
through a medium specifically to operate an airplane navigate by
instrument 3 get around move was well enough to navigate under his
own power transitive verb 1 a to sail over on or through able to navigate
the deep ocean waters b verb i or t uk ˈnæv ɪ ɡeɪt us ˈnæv ə ɡeɪt add to
word list transport to direct the way that a ship aircraft etc will travel or
to find a direction across along or over an area of water or land often by
using a map sailors have special equipment to help them navigate verb i
or t us ˈnæv ə ɡeɪt uk ˈnæv ɪ ɡeɪt add to word list transport to direct the
way that a ship aircraft etc will travel or to find a direction across along
or over an area of water or land often by using a map sailors have special
equipment to help them navigate find 73 different ways to say navigating
along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus
com 1 transitive verb intransitive verb when someone navigates a ship or
an aircraft somewhere they decide which course to follow and steer it
there captain cook was responsible for safely navigating his ship without
accident for 100 voyages the purpose of the visit was to navigate into an
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ice filled fiord verb used with object nav i gat ed nav i gat ing to move on
over or through water air or land in a ship or aircraft to navigate a river to
direct or manage a ship aircraft or guided missile on its course to
ascertain or plot and control the course or position of a ship aircraft etc
action of oars administering aeronautics shipping aeronavigation
airworthiness n another way to say navigating synonyms for navigating
other words and phrases for navigating ˈnævɪɡeɪt verb forms intransitive
transitive to plan and direct the course of ship plane car etc for example
by using a map to navigate by the stars i ll drive and you can navigate
navigate through something there s nothing worse than navigating
through heavy traffic navigate your way how do you navigate your way
through a forest what is another word for navigating need synonyms for
navigating here s a list of similar words from our thesaurus that you can
use instead contexts verb present participle for to plan or control the
position and course of a vehicle according to a planned path present
participle for to obtain or provide directions usually by reading a map
noun u uk ˌnæv ɪˈɡeɪ ʃ ə n us ˌnæv əˈɡeɪ ʃ ə n add to word list transport
the act of directing a ship aircraft etc from one place to another or the
science of finding a way from one place to another in the past navigation
depended on a knowledge of the positions of the stars below are five life
rules rooted in positive evolutionary psychology that can help us best
navigate life s difficulties 1 cultivate a reputation as being other oriented
how to navigate part 1 navigator s toolkit navigation mastery featured
navigation navigation gps andrew skurka navigation is one of the most
important backpacking skills and certainly the most liberating it allows
you to drive your own adventure rather than being a passenger
navigating the virtual neighborhood has become a life skill for those
needing something on the internet and a life or death matter for
businesses with something to offer on the internet to navigate to follow a
course to a goal across any space a method is needed for designating
locations in that space 2 verb when a ship or boat navigates an area of
water it sails on or across it a lock system to allow sea going craft to
navigate the upper reaches of the river verb noun such boats can
navigate on the nile verb preposition synonyms sail cruise manoeuvre
voyage more synonyms of navigate 3 verb first embrace authenticity
authenticity fosters genuine connections and builds trust with your team
acknowledge your strengths and areas of growth allowing your humanity
to shine through this



navigating synonyms 42 similar words merriam webster Apr 05 2024
synonyms for navigating steering piloting conning hijacking helming
commandeering highjacking sailing cruising ferrying
what is another word for navigate wordhippo Mar 04 2024 to plan
or control the position and course of a vehicle according to a planned
path to obtain or provide directions usually by reading a map to move or
traverse over to move or proceed onward more verb to plan or control
the position and course of a vehicle according to a planned path pilot
steer direct drive guide manoeuvre uk
navigate synonyms 42 similar words merriam webster Feb 03
2024 definition of navigate 1 as in to steer to operate or control the
course of the hours of training that are required before a student pilot is
allowed to navigate an airplane solo synonyms similar words relevance
steer pilot helm hijack conn commandeer highjack 2 as in to sail
navigate definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jan 02
2024 to navigate is to determine a path or course if you volunteer to
navigate on your family s road trip to alaska be sure you re the type who
s willing to stop and ask for directions navigate like navy and naval
comes from the latin word navis meaning ship
navigate 15 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Dec 01 2023
verb these are words and phrases related to navigate click on any word
or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go to the definition of navigate
we navigated the channel in record time synonyms cross sail across
cover the body of water sail cruise ride voyage ship sail over ride across
fly
navigate definition meaning merriam webster Oct 31 2023 1 to travel by
water sail navigated down to the mouth of the river 2 to steer a course
through a medium specifically to operate an airplane navigate by
instrument 3 get around move was well enough to navigate under his
own power transitive verb 1 a to sail over on or through able to navigate
the deep ocean waters b
navigate english meaning cambridge dictionary Sep 29 2023 verb i
or t uk ˈnæv ɪ ɡeɪt us ˈnæv ə ɡeɪt add to word list transport to direct the
way that a ship aircraft etc will travel or to find a direction across along
or over an area of water or land often by using a map sailors have special
equipment to help them navigate
navigate definition in the cambridge english dictionary Aug 29 2023 verb
i or t us ˈnæv ə ɡeɪt uk ˈnæv ɪ ɡeɪt add to word list transport to direct the
way that a ship aircraft etc will travel or to find a direction across along
or over an area of water or land often by using a map sailors have special
equipment to help them navigate
73 synonyms antonyms for navigating thesaurus com Jul 28 2023



find 73 different ways to say navigating along with antonyms related
words and example sentences at thesaurus com
navigate definition in american english collins english Jun 26 2023
1 transitive verb intransitive verb when someone navigates a ship or an
aircraft somewhere they decide which course to follow and steer it there
captain cook was responsible for safely navigating his ship without
accident for 100 voyages the purpose of the visit was to navigate into an
ice filled fiord
navigate definition meaning dictionary com May 26 2023 verb used with
object nav i gat ed nav i gat ing to move on over or through water air or
land in a ship or aircraft to navigate a river to direct or manage a ship
aircraft or guided missile on its course to ascertain or plot and control the
course or position of a ship aircraft etc
navigating synonyms 483 words and phrases for navigating Apr
24 2023 action of oars administering aeronautics shipping aeronavigation
airworthiness n another way to say navigating synonyms for navigating
other words and phrases for navigating
navigate verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Mar 24 2023
ˈnævɪɡeɪt verb forms intransitive transitive to plan and direct the course
of ship plane car etc for example by using a map to navigate by the stars
i ll drive and you can navigate navigate through something there s
nothing worse than navigating through heavy traffic navigate your way
how do you navigate your way through a forest
what is another word for navigating wordhippo Feb 20 2023 what is
another word for navigating need synonyms for navigating here s a list of
similar words from our thesaurus that you can use instead contexts verb
present participle for to plan or control the position and course of a
vehicle according to a planned path present participle for to obtain or
provide directions usually by reading a map
navigation english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 22 2023
noun u uk ˌnæv ɪˈɡeɪ ʃ ə n us ˌnæv əˈɡeɪ ʃ ə n add to word list transport
the act of directing a ship aircraft etc from one place to another or the
science of finding a way from one place to another in the past navigation
depended on a knowledge of the positions of the stars
5 rules for navigating life s challenges psychology today Dec 21 2022
below are five life rules rooted in positive evolutionary psychology that
can help us best navigate life s difficulties 1 cultivate a reputation as
being other oriented
how to navigate essential maps equipment and skills Nov 19 2022 how to
navigate part 1 navigator s toolkit navigation mastery featured
navigation navigation gps andrew skurka navigation is one of the most
important backpacking skills and certainly the most liberating it allows



you to drive your own adventure rather than being a passenger
1 navigating the internet concepts and context signposts Oct 19 2022
navigating the virtual neighborhood has become a life skill for those
needing something on the internet and a life or death matter for
businesses with something to offer on the internet to navigate to follow a
course to a goal across any space a method is needed for designating
locations in that space
navigate definition and meaning collins english dictionary Sep 17 2022 2
verb when a ship or boat navigates an area of water it sails on or across
it a lock system to allow sea going craft to navigate the upper reaches of
the river verb noun such boats can navigate on the nile verb preposition
synonyms sail cruise manoeuvre voyage more synonyms of navigate 3
verb
9 important considerations for navigating the forbes Aug 17 2022 first
embrace authenticity authenticity fosters genuine connections and builds
trust with your team acknowledge your strengths and areas of growth
allowing your humanity to shine through this
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